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What’s New in Version 18.12
Directory Sync Pro 18.12 has been certified to work with Active Directory Domain and Forest Functional Level 2012
and supports new cumulative updates to SQL Server. A full list of changes for this release is presented below.
Going forward, the release version number now represents the year and month of the release (18.12). The last GA
release of Directory Sync Pro was 18.9 released in September 2018 and before that was 6.1 release in July 2018.

Release Notes 18.12
•

The ability to delete the Sync Reports has been added. (38812)

•

The message received when you attempt to apply an expired license has been updated to state the
license is expired and to contact Binary Tree Support for assistance. (56317)

•

An option to "Match Contacts to Existing Objects" has been added to the Groups settings of Domino to AD
profiles. When this option is enabled, Directory Sync Pro will attempt to match external members to
existing objects in the target environment. (57380)

•

An option to create multi-purpose and mail-only Domino Groups as mail -enabled Security Groups in
Active Directory has been added. (57402)

•

An issue where a User Principal Name (UPN) override could not set the UPN suffix to a value different
from the object's target domain has been resolved. (59262)

•

An issue where internal users with Domino group membership entered with the SMTP (Internet Address)
instead of the Domino Hierarchical name would be synchronized as Contacts has been resolved. (59319)

•

Directory Sync Pro has been certified to work with Active Directory Domain and Forest Functional Level
2012 (59335)

•

An alternate Directory Sync Pro Log Viewer that can be accessed from the Start menu has been added.
(59336)

•

The following cumulative updates are now supported:
o

Cumulative Update 13 for SQL Server 2014 SP2

o

Cumulative Update 3 for SQL Server 2016 SP2

o

Cumulative Update 11 for SQL Server 2017

(59337)
•

An issue where contacts that are members of groups were not syncing from the source to the target has
been resolved. (59413)

•

An issue where a "Match Only" profile was burning a license when attempting to delete an object has
been resolved. (59490)

•

An issue where running two instances of Directory Sync Pro from the Command Line caused an error has
been resolved. (59567)
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About Binary Tree
Binary Tree is a Microsoft Gold Partner for messaging, cloud productivity and application development and is
dedicated to and focused on enterprise transformations to Microsoft platforms. Since 1993, Binary Tree has
transformed more than 8,000 global clients and 42 million users, including 7.5 million users to Office 365. The
company is a globally preferred vendor for Office 365. Its headquarters is located outside of New York City with
global offices in France, Germany, Singapore, Sweden and the U.K. Its award-winning software and services help
companies modernize email, directories and applications by moving and integrating them to the Microsoft cloud.
The company’s business-first approach helps plan, move and manage the transformation process from end to end
so that clients can stay focused on their core businesses. Binary Tree’s experts deliver low-risk, successful IT
transformations. Visit www.binarytree.com for more information.
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